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ABSTRACT.

In this paper, we will give a complete characterization of the invariant subspaces

M (under f.......,. zf) of the Bergman space L~(G), 1 < p < 2, Gan annulus, which contain
the constant function 1. As an application of this result, we will characterize the invariant
subspaces of the adjoint of multiplication by z on the Dirichlet spaces Dq, q > 2, as well
as the invariant subspaces of the backward Bergman shift f . . . .,. (f - f(O))/z on

L~(JI»),

1 < p < 2.

1. INTRODUCTION
Let 1 < p < oo and G = { z E CC: 1 <

lzl <

p} be an annulus in the complex plane. Define

the Hardy space HP( G) as the space of analytic functions f on G with

( 1.1)

sup
I<r<p

r IJ(r()IPld(I <

hr

00.

It is well known [17] [18] that HP(G) is a Banach space and that the operator f

zf is
a continuous linear transformation on HP( G). There has been much study on the so-called
-+

invm·iant subspaces of HP(G), the closed linear manifolds M of HP(G) with zM CM. For
example, an easy exercise, using the Cauchy integral formula, shows that if K, is an invariant
subspace of the Hardy space HP(p[J]J) (the analytic functions on plI»

= {lzl <

p} with (1.1)

finite), then Kie is an invariant subspace of HP(G). The non-zero invariant subspaces of

HP(p[J]J) have been characterized by Beurling [4] as </>HP(p[J]J), where</> is a bounded analytic
function on plI» whose non-tangential boundary values on p'Tf = {lzl = p} have modulus one
almost everywhere. Sarason [18] characterized the fully invariant subspaces of HP( G), those
which are invariant under multiplication by any rational function with poles outside the
closure of G, as </>HP(G), where</> is a bounded analytic function on G whose non-tangential
boundary values have constant modulus on each component of the boundary of G. Royden
[17] characterized the invariant subspaces of HP( G) which contain the constant function 1
a.s { J E HP( G) : </> f E HP(1f)}, where ¢ is a bounded analytic function on

[J]J

whose boundary

values have modulus one almost everywhere, and HP('F) denotes the usual Hardy space on
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the unit circle 11' = {lzl = l}. (We remark that that the function</> used above is often called
an "inner function" for HP(pITJJ), HP(G), HP(ITJJ), respectively.)
A more difficult problem, and the one we focus on in this paper, is the characterization
of the invariant subspaces of the Bergman space
with

L

L~( G)

lflPdA <

of functions which are analytic on G

00.

Here dA is area measure on G and "invariant" again means invariant under the operator

f

-+

zf. In contrast to the Hardy space, Bergman space functions are not, in general, of

bounded characteristic (the quotient of two bounded analytic functions on G) and thus useful
concepts such as non-tangential boundary values and factorization, which are essential to the
characterization of the invariant subspaces in the Hardy space, are not available to us. Also in
contrast to the Hardy space, the Bergman space has a rich lattice of invariant subspaces which
can be very complicated. For example, a.sin the Hardy space, Kia, where K is an invariant
subspace of L;(pITJJ), is a closed invariant subspace of L;(G). It is known [3] that given any

n EN U {oo} there is an invariant subspace KC L;(pITJJ) such that dim(K/zK) = n. (This
property is often refered to as the "codimension n" property.) This is in stark contrast to the
Hardy space case where every non-zero invariant subspace KC HP(pITJJ) has dim(K/zK)
ln fact, if one attern_pts to characterize the fully invariant subspaces of

L~( G),

=

1.

as Sarason

did for HP(G), one runs into an equally complicated problem since given any n E NU {oo},
there is a fully invariant subspace M of L;(G) with dim(M/(z - >.)M)

=n

for all>. E G

[15], again indicating the complexity of these subspaces.
ln this paper, we will focus our attention on the invariant subspaces M C L~(G) which

< 2, a result similar to that
of Royden for the Hardy space. Surprisingly, certain functions in M will be of bounded
contain the constant function 1 and obtain, at least for 1

<

p

characteristic and thus one has vital tools to work with. As an application of this result, we
\vill give a characterization of the invariant subspaces for the backward Bergman shift

L : L~(ITJJ)
for l

-+

L~(ITJJ), Lf = f - f(O)
z

< p < 2. The invariant subspaces of the backward shift L on the Hardy spaces HP(ITJJ)

where characterized in [17] [20].

2. TERMINOLOGY AND MAIN THEOREMS
In order to state our theorem, as well a.s the applications, we need to set some terminology.
Throughout this paper, llJJ will denote the open unit disk {z EC: lzl
t.he unit circle {z EC: lzl

=

< l} and

11' will denote

l}. For 1:::; p:::; oo, HP(ITJJ) will denote the usual Hardy space

on the disk. We refer the reader to [6] for the basic facts about these functions. In this
paper, when we use the term inner function, we will mean a function I E H=(ITJJ) whose

3

non-tangential boundary values have modulus equal to one almost everywhere (as opposed
to inner functions defined on general domains [17]). An inner function I can be factored as

I= BSµ, where Bis a Blaschke product with zeros { ak} repeated according to multiplicity,
and Sµ is a singular inner function with positive singular measureµ. We define the set
spec(/) = dos{ ak} U supp(µ).
Moreover, given a closed set E C 11' and an inner function I satisfying
(2.1)

j1llog dist((, EU spec(I))ld(I

> -oo,

there exists an outer function 0 E A 00 (infinitely differentiable in iD) with

o- 1 (0) =(EU spec(!)) n 11',

IO E A 00 •

Such functions are important in the study of ideals of analytic functions and were discovered
by Korenblum [12], Lemma 23. Vve will refer to the function IO as the associated Korenblum
function for E and J.

s; p s;

We set l!Jie to be the extended exterior disk l!Jie = <C 00 \iD and for

oo let fJP(IIJie), the Hardy space on l!Jie, be the analytic functions on l!Jie with

ld(I
sup ~ IJ(r()IPr>l 11'
27rr

< oo.

We let

denote the functions of bounded characteristic on l!Jie and IlJi respectively, and define
N+(l!Jl) = {£: f,g E H 00 (IIJi),g outer}.
g

Functions in both N(IIJi) and N(IIJie) have nontangential limits a..e. on 11' [6], p. 17, and we
will say that G E N(IIJi) is a pseudo-continuation of g E N(IIJie) if these limits are equal a.e.
By a theorem of Lusin and Privalov [14], p. 212, pseudo-continuations a.re unique when they
exist. Pseudo-continuations play an important role in other invariant subspace problems

[Hi] [17] [20] a.nd will play a.n important role here. Every function f

E L~( G) has a Laurent

expansion which we write as
0

00

f(z)

L

=

anzn

+

n=l

and set!+ to be the first sum a.nd

f-

L

anZn

n=-oo

to be the second. We now state our main results.

Theorem 2.1. Let 1 < p < 2and1 EM-/- L~(G) be an invariant subspace. Then there is a
inner function I and a closed set EC 11' satisfying condi:tion (2.l) such that M
where M (E, I) is the space of functions

(l)
(2)

J E L~( G)

= M(E, I),

which satisfy the following two conditions:

f_n E H 1 (IIJie), where il(z) = (10)(1/z) and JO is the
f- has a pseudo-continuation to IlJi with If_ E N+(IIJi).

Korenblum function.
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Corollary 2.2. With the notation above, f- has an analytic continuation to C00 \(E U
spec(!)).

Corollary 2.3. If, in the notation above, I = BSµ, where B is a finite Blaschke product,
then f E L~ ( G) belongs to M ( E, I) if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied:

(1) f- E N(lDe)
(2) f- has an analytic continuation to C00 \(EU spec(!))
(3) If_ E N+(lD).
Remarks:
( 1) In Theorem 2 .1, the role of the function fl will be to control the growth of
1!'. Notice that the function

(2) The hypothesis that M =I=

f-

near

n is not needed in Corollary 2.3.

L~( G)

is crucial here since, in general,

f-

is not of bounded

characteristic.
The main technique here will be to relate the invariant subspaces M of the Bergman space
L~ ( G), via annihilators and the Cauchy transform, to invariant subspaces of the analytic
Dirichlet space Dq, q = p(p - 1)- 1 of functions g which are analytic on the disk[)) with

k

jg'jqdA < oo.

For 1 < p < 2, the conjugate index q > 2 and the invariant subspaces of Dq are known [21].
We will then reverse this process to transfer this information back to the Bergman space.
One application of this result, we be the characterization of the invariant subspaces for
the adjoint of multiplication by z on the Dirichlet spaces Dq for q

> 2. Another application

will be the characterization of the invariant subspaces of the backward Bergman shift
L : L~(lD)

-r

L~(lD),

Lf =

f -

J(O)
z

for 1 < p < 2. For 1 < p < oo it is known [17] [20] that every invariant subspace of the
backward shift L on the Hardy space HP(lD) is of the form K<f>, for some inner function </>,
where Kq, is the space off E HP(lD) such that

J(;) has a pseudo-conntinua.tion to lD with

¢/(;) E zf/P(lD). Our main theorem for the backward Bergman shift is as follows:
Theorem 2.4. Let 1 < p < 2 and K, C

L~(lD)

be a non-trivial (K, =I= L~(lD)) L-invariant

subspace. Then there is a closed set E C 1r and an inner function I satisfying (2.l) such
that K, = K(E, I), where K(E, I) is the space of functions

f

E L~(lD) which satisfy the

following two conditions:

(1) J(;)n E H 1 (lDe)
(2) J(;) has a pseudo-continuation to lD with IJ(;) E zN+(lD).

5

Moreover f(~) has an analytic continuation to C00 \(EU spec(!)). In addition if I= BSµ,
where B is a finite Blaschke product, then f E

L~ (ID>)

belongs to K, ( E, I) if and only if f

satisfies the following three conditions:

(1) J(~) E N(ID>e)·
(2) J(;) has a analytic continuation to C00 \(EU spec(!)).
(~~) If(;) E zN+(ID>).
Using this theorem, we can determine (see Section 7) which vectors
are cyclic for L, that is
spa.nr,df, Lf, L 2 J,

f

E L~(ID>), 1

<

p

< 2,

.. ·} = L~(ID>).

Note that in the HP (ID>) case this question was answered in (20].
Acknowledgement: The author wishes to thank A. Aleman for some useful comments and
helpful conversations.

3.

SOBOLEV SPACES

A key step in our proof will be the examination of certain Sobolev spaces which arise from
our z-invaria.nt subspaces of the Bergman space. This technique of relating Bergman space
problems to Sobolev space problems was first employed by Havin (9] in his investigations of
polynomial and rational approximation in the Bergman space. We begin with some basic
notation and facts about Sobolev spaces and refer the reader to (1) for further information.
For I

< q < oo, define the Sobolev space W 1q = Wl(c) as the space of complex valued

functions

with

\lf

f

for which

ta.ken in the sense of distributions. For a. bounded open set U C C, let Wl• 0 (U) be

the closure of Cf:( U) (infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in U) in the
~obolev norm. By the Poinca.re inequality, an equivalent norm on Wl' 0 (U) is
( J.] )

By the Sobolev imbedding theorem (1], p.

97, T-Vl' 0 (U), q

> 2, is a Banach algebra of

continuous functions on C (in fact they are Holder continuous with exponent 1 - 2/q). In
fact,

vVl• 0 (U)

can be described in terms of its zero set by the following result [2]:

Proposition 3.1 (Bagby). For q > 2 1 lVt 0 (U) = {f E Wl: flc\U = O}.
For 1

< q ::; 2 there is an a.na.logous result to describe H1l' 0 (U) which involves ca.pa.city.

For q > 2, capacity is not needed since the functions a.re continuous.
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For 1 < p < oo, the dual of LP(G) = LP(G,dA) can be identified with Lq(G), q
p(p - 1)-1, by the bi-linear pairing

f

< f ,g > = lajgdA.
def

(3.2)

We will now relate the annihilator of the Bergman space with the Sobolev space. If
(L~(pJD)la).L, this is J E Lq(G) with

[ - 1-dA = 0
la z-w

f

E

Vlwl > p,

the Calderon-Zygmund theory (22], p. 39, 60, says the Cauchy transform

(CJ)(w) d;j _ _!_ [ - 1-dA
7r la z - w
belongs to Lq with

(:3.3)
(for some]{ > 0 independent of!), from which Cf E Wt Since Cf vanishes off pJD, then
by Proposition 3.1, Cf E Wt 0 (pJD). Furthermore, since the support of the measure fdA is
in G, then CJ is analytic in JD a.nd hence belongs to

lVt'~(pJD) d;j {f E Wt 0(pJD): f is analytic on JD}.
Remark: Given any analytic function g E Lq(JD) with
(3.4)

one can extend g (by reflection and then making g zero near p'lr) to a
make use of this observation several times in this paper.
For g E Wt~(pJD) one can use Green's formula to show that
'

11

g(,\) = - 7r

Since
(3.5)

ag =

0 on JD, then
i

g(.\) = - 7r

-8g
dA.

pJD z - ,\

laz-A
ag dA
-,

=

_
C(8g)(.\).

Moreover if p is an analytic polynomial, then pg E Wt'~ (pJD) and

(:3.6)

pC(Bg) =pg= C(B(pg)) = C(pBg).

If J E L~(G).L, that is f E Lq(G) with

f - 1-dA = 0
la z-w

Vlwl < 1, lwl > p,

then Cf vanishes off G a.nd so by Proposition 3.1, Cf E W{• 0 ( G).

gE

W1q,~(pJD). We will

7

This next result is due to Ha.vin [9].

Lemma 3.2 (Havin). Let U be a bounded open set and 1 < p < oo. Then

f

E Lq(U)

satisfies

L

uf dA

=0

Vu E

if and only if there is an FE Vl11q,O(U) with iJF

L~(U)

= f.

Proposition 3.3. The maps

are continuous, invertible, linear operators.
Prnof. First notice, from the above remarks, that C is linear and well defined on the appropriate spaces. Then notice from (3.3), that for fin either (L~(pID)Jc)-1 or L~(G)-1,

Tims, by the Poincare inequality (3.1 ), C is both continuous and bounded below on both
spaces. To finish, we just need to show that C is surjective on each space.
Given g E lVt 0 ( G) we use Lemma 3.2 to get iJg E L~( G)-1. By (3.5), C(iJg)
C: L~(G)-1

----r

= g,

and thus

l¥1q,o(G) is surjective. For the other map, we let g E Wl,'~(pID) and apply

l-Iavin's lemma again to get

j
But since iJg

= 0 on

p[[)l

lD, then (Jg

shown C: (L~(plD)Jc)-1

----r

hiJgdA

=0

Vh E

L~(pID).

E (L~(plDl)Jc)-1. Again notice C((Jg)

Hli9'~(pID) is surjective.

=g

and so we have

O

Also needed later will be this standard fact from trace theory in Sobolev spaces [13].
Proposition 3.4. Let 1 < p < oo and f E lVf' 0 (pID). Then
lim f(r()

r~1-

and

lim J(r()

r-+1+

c.Tisi almost everywhere Jd(J as well as in LP(Tf, Jd(J) and they are equal a.e.

8

4. CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE DIRICHLET SPACE
For 1

<

q

<

oo define the Lq_Dirichlet space Dq as the space of analytic functions on D

with

k lf'lqdA <

oo.

Dq becomes a Banach space when given the norm

For q

>

2, the Sobolev imbedding theorem says that Dq is a Banach algebra of continuous

functions on iD.
Remark: Dq can also be thought of as the analytic extensions (via the Poisson integral) of

f(() E Hq(T) with norm

11!11

=

J,T lf((Wld(I + J,'Jr'Jr
J, I !(() - f(O
(-~

lq

ld(lld~l-

In fact, these two norms are equivalent [22], Chapter 5, Section 5. This space of functions is
often called the Besov space and we bring this to the readers attention since Shirokov [21]
uses this terminology in his paper.

f

zf is continuous on Dq and one can ask about the invariant subspaces
(under multiplication by z) of Dq. For q > 2, we use the fact that Dq is a Banach algebra,
along with the density of the polynomials in Dq, to see that the invariant subspaces are
precisely the closed ideals of Dq (equivalently the Beosv space) and have been characterized
The operator

---+

by Shirokov [21] as follows:
Theorem 4.1 (Shirokov). Given any (closed) ideal F C Dq, (q

> 2), there is a closed set

E C '1r and an inner function I such that

F = F(E, I) d;j {f E Dq : !IE= 0,

f

EH°"'}.

Remarks:
( 1) For a general closed set E C '1r and inner function I, the ideal F(E, I) might be
zero. Using the fact that Dq C Lip 1 _ 21 q(iD), for q

> 2, a.long with [5], Theorem 1,

[23], and [24], Corollary 4.8, we see that F(E,I) is non-zero if and only if condition
(2.1) is satisfied. Condition (2.1) determines the triviality of other ideals of analytic
functions, see for example (12], p. 113.
(2) When I= 1 (or just a finite Blaschke product) then (2.1) is equivalent to the wellknown Beurling-Carleson condition [5]

IEI =

0 and

L llnl log IInl > -oo,
n

9

where {In} are the complimentary arcs of E. Such E are often called Carleson sets.
(3) The set Eis the common zeros of the ideal on 11' and the inner function I is the greatest
common divisor of the inner divisors of functions in the ideal. Thus if :F(E,I)

=f.

0

and JO is the associated Korenblum function for E and J, then
spanDq {zn IO: n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·} = :F(E, I).

( 4.1)

To relate the Dirichlet space with the Bergman space, we proceed as follows: Recall that
for 1 < p < 2 we have

c

1 EM

L~(G).

By the invariance of M and the density of polynomials in
L~(p]]J))la

c

Mc

L~(p]]J)),

we obtain

L~(G).

Taking annihilators we obtain

with, by our bi-linear pairing (3.2), zM1- C MJ_. Now apply the Cauchy transform along
with Proposition 3.3 to get

vVl' 0 (G) c

CMJ_

c

Wi,~(p]]J))

with, by (3.6), zCM1- C CMJ_. Note also that since 1

< p < 2, then q > 2.

Lemma 4.2. CMJ_ = {f E Hl{,~(p]]J)): fl]]J) E :F}, where :Fis a closed ideal of Dq.
Proof. The map

<I>: l¥t'~(p]]J))-+ Dq, <I>(!)= fl]]J)
is a continuous, surjective (by (3.4) ), linear transformation with, by Proposition 3.1, ker( <I>) =

Wl' 0 ( G).

Thus <I> induces the continuous invertible transformation

~: W{'~(p]]J))jW{' 0 (G)-+ Dq,

~([!])

= fl!Dl,

where[!] is a coset of the quotient space W{,~(p]]J))/W1q,o( G). The operator Tz, multiplication
by z on Wi,~(p]]J)), induces

with
( 4.2)

where Mz is multiplication by z on Dq.

Thus if Wl' 0 (G) C CM1- C W{,'~(p]]J)) is Tz-

invariant, then [CM1-J is Tz-invariant and so by (4.2), [CM1-J = ~- 1 (:F), where :Fis an
invariant subspace of Dq. Thus CMJ_

= {h

E W1q~(p]]J)):
,

hl]]J) E :F}. D
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By Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.1, there is a closed set EC 11' and an inner function I with

CMl. = { h E Wl,'~(plDl) : hlIOl E F(E, I)}.

=a, with (3.5), along with the Hahn-Banach theorem to get

Now use the fact

c-

(4.3)

M = M(E, I) d;j (a{h E W{~(pIOl) : hlIOl E F(E, I)} )1-.

1

Moreover, notice from Proposition 3.1 that M(E,I) =/:- L~(G) if and only if F(E,I) =/:- 0.
Thus M ( E ,I) =/:- L~ (G) if and only if condition (2.1) holds. The rest of the paper is now
dedicated to describing M(E, I).

5.

PSEUDO-CONTINUATIONS AND ANALYTIC CONTINUATIONS

Recall that for 1 < p < oo, every invariant subspace 1 EK, C HP(G) is of the form

for some inner function I. Since If is the boundary function for some HP(IlJl) function, then
(If)(z) = h(z),

lzl < 1, h E HP(IOl).

J

Thus if we define the function J on IOl\spec(J) by = hf I, then J is a pseudo-continuation
off. Moreover, if J is a.n a.re in 11' disjoint from spec(!), then there is a. neighborhood U of
J for which I is bounded a.way from zero on Un {lzl

J, and
every

f

< l}. Thus since f is HP near J, as is

J is an analytic continuation off across J [20), p.
E K, 1 has an analytic continuation J to pIOl\spec(I) with I J E HP(IlJl).

f(() = ]{() a.e., then

For 1 < p < 2, every invariant subspace 1 E M C

L~(G)

41. Thus

is of the form M = M(E, I).

As a first step in describing M(E, I), we will prove a pseudo-continuation and analytic
continuation result similar to that of the Hardy space case. Our result is the following:
Proposition 5.1. Let 1 < p < 2 and f E M(E, I) =/:- L~( G), then f- E M(E,I) and if
O(z) = (10)(1/z), where IO is the associated Korenblum function, then

(1) f_D, E H 1 (De)·
(2) f- has a pseudo-continuation to IOl.
(3) If_ E N+(IOl).

To prove Proposition 5.1 we need a. preliminary lemma.

Lemma 5.2. For,\ E G define L>. :

L~( G) -+ L~( G)

L >. f = ! - !(>..)
\ .

z - /\

Then L>.M(E, I)

c

M(E, I) for all,\ E G.
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Proof. By (4.3), CM(E, 1)1- = {h E Wt 0 (pID>): hJID> E :F(E,I)}. From (4.1) IO E A 00 with
spanDq {zn IO: n

(5.1)

= 0, 1, 2, · · ·} = :F(E, I).

Now define h0 on plD> as follows (For the purpose of this construction, we will assume p

(JO)(~)

lzl :::; 1
1:::; lzl:::;

k(z)

~p:=:;JzJ:=:;p

(IO)(z)

(5.2)

ho(z) =

!

> 2.):

~p

where k(z) is a smooth function which vanishes near pT and agrees with (IO)(l/z) on ~p'TI'.
The function ho E vVt~(pID>) with Bh 0 E L 00 (since ho E Lip 1 and thus \!ho E L 00 ).
Moreover, by (4.3), (5.1), and Lemma 4.2,

and so by (3.3)
(5.3)
Thus, to prove that L;..M(E,I) C M(E,I) for all A E G, we just need to show that for
fixed

f

E M(E, I) and n ;::: 0, the function

H(.A)

= l L;..ffJ(znho)dA = 0

V.A E G.

(Notice that

lL;..fBkdA = 0
for all k E W{' 0 (G) by Lemma 3.2.) By [7], p. 30, His analytic on G. From (3.5),

H()..) =
=

{ f znaho dA - J(.A) { B(znho) dA

le z -

le z -

.A

-7rC(fznBho)(.A)

.A

+ 7rf(.A).Anho(.A)

and by construction, h 0 is zero in some annulus G' = {z: p' <

lzJ < p}.

Thus

H(.A) = -7rC(fzn7Jho)(.A) V.A E G'.
Since Bho E L 00 , then JBh 0 E LP(G). In addition, C(f znfJh 0 )(.A) = 0 for all I.Al > p and
so by (3.3), C(f zn7Jh 0 ) E lrVf. By Proposition 3.4,

H(p() = lim H(rp()
r--+1-

exists almost everywhere and in LP(p'TI', ld(I) and so HE HP( G'). By Proposition 3.4 again,

H(p()

=

lim H(rp()

T--+ 1

+

=0

almost everywhere, since H(.A) = C(zn JBh 0 )(.A) = 0 for J.AJ
function whose boundary values vanish a.e. on p'TI', making H

> p. Thus H is an HP( G')

= 0.

O
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Proof of Proposition 5.1: If 1 E M(E, I), then by the invariance of M(E, I), and
the density of polynomials in

L~(pID>), L~(pID>)la C

M(E,I). Thus if

f

E

M(E,I), then

!+ E M(E, I) and hence f- E M(E, I).
To prove (1) we proceed as follows: By Lemma 5.2, L>...f- E M(E,I) and so with ho
chosen as is Lemma 5.2,

f f- - J_(>-.)ah 0 dA
la z->..

=0

VA. E G.

From this one obtains the formula

f (>..)

(5.4)

-

= C(f_aho)(>..) = C(f_aho)(>..)

C(oho)(>..)

ho(A)

Vl <

'

IA.I < _21 p, ho(.\) =I- o.

(Notice that h 0 is anti-analytic in this region and so h 0 (,\) is zero on only a countable set of
points and so the above formula makes sense.)
As argued in the proof of Lemma 5.2, C(f_ah 0 ) E
sup
l<r<tP

Wf• 0 (pID>).

By Proposition 3.4,

AIC(f_aho)(r()IPld(I < oo.
"JI'

Hence from (5.4)
(5.5)
In the region 1 < lzl < ~p, h0 (z) = (IO)(l/z). Thus if O(z) = (JO)(l/z) then
analytic on ID>e and

f_n

is

by (5.5). Thus we have shown (1).
For the proof of (2) we define

f- (,\) = C(f_aho)(A)

(5.6)

·-

ho(>..)

'

IA.I <

1.

The function C(f_aho)IID> is analytic on ID> and also belongs to DP (since C(f_8h 0 ) E
0

-

Wf' (pID>)). Furthermore holID> =IO EA= and so f- E N(ID>). By part (1), f- E N(ID>e) and
so the non-tangential limits off- and/_ exits a.e. and by the choice of h0 (being continuous
on pID>), (5.4), (5.6), and Proposition 3.4,
lim /_(r() = lim J_(r() a.e.

r-+l-

r-+l+

Thus /_ is a pseudo-continuation off- and the proof of (2) is complete.
For the proof of (3), we recall from (5.2) that h0 =IO on ID>, where 0 is outer. Thus from
E N+(JIJ>) and the proof is complete. D
(5.6), I

J_
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Proof of Theorem 2.1: First notice that M = M(E, J) =/= L~(G) and so by (4.3), condition

(2.1) holds. From Proposition 5.1, if f E M(E, J), then conditions (1) and (2) hold. Now
suppose

f

E

L~(G)

satisfies (1) and (2). By (5.3) and the fact that

la J_lJkdA
to show

f-

E

= 0

Vk E Wl• 0 (G),

M(E,I) it suffices to show

la J_plJhodA =

(5.7)

0

for all polynomials p.
To show (5.7), we proceed as follows: First notice that since

f-

E N(De) and h0 is

continuous, then
lim J_(r()ho(r() = J(()ho(() a.e.

r-+1+

In addition, since f _h 0 =

f _D,

is H 1 near 1!', then by [6], Theorem 2.6, p. 21,

hlf-(r()ho(r()lld(I

r~1r1t

r~1r1t

hlf-(r()O(r()lld(I

- hlf-(()O(()lld(I
hlf-(()ho(Olld(I.

Applying [6], Lemma 1, p. 21, we get
lim

(5.8)

r-+1 +

f IJ_(r()ho(r() - J_(()h(()lld(I

}']!'

=

o.

Then we can say

la f_plJhodA

lim {
r-+1+

Jan{lzl>r}

lJ(J_ph 0 )dA

-~
lim { J_(r()p(r()h 0 (r()d(,
2z r-+ 1+ }']!'

=

-;i
-

f.rU-ho)(()p(()d(,

by Green's theorem (holp1l' = 0)

by (5.8)

~i J']!'uo f-)( ()p( ()d(

0,
since J f _ E N+(o) and JO f- E L1(1I'), and so JO f- E H 1 (1I'), [6], p. 28, Theorem 2.11.
Thus we have shown (5. 7) and the proof is done. O.
Proof of Corollary 2.2: From (5.6),

f-

and /_ are analytic on C00 \D and D\spec(J)
respectively. Since /_ is a pseudo-continuation of f-, it suffices to show that /_ is an

analytic continuation of

f-

across each arc of 1I' disjoint from EU spec(!). Let J be such

an arc. Since (J0)- 1 (0) =EU spec(!), then there is a neighborhood U of J such that h 0 is
bounded away from zero in U.
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Note that

f (>.)

C(Jaho)(>.) l>-I ,...., 1
ho(>.)
'

=

-

and thus using (5.5) and the fact that ho is bounded away from zero in U, we get that

f- E H 1 (Un {lzl > 1}). A similar argument says that/_ E H 1 (Un {lzl < 1}). In addition,
f- = f_ a.e. on Un 11", and thus by [20], p. 41, /_ is an analytic continuation off- across
J. 0

Proof of Corollary 2.3: If f E M(E, I), then by Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2, conditions
(1) - (3) hold. For the other direction, we suppose f E L~(G) with (1) - (3) holding. Then

by (4.3) we just need to show that
(5.9)

faJ-ahdA = 0

whenever h E Wt 0 (pID>) with hlID> E :F(E, I). It is known (see the remark following this
proof) that the functions h E F( E, I) for which
(5.10)

lh(z)I :::; Cdist 4 (z, EU spec(!)), lzl < 1

are dense in :F(E, I). Thus we just need to verify (5.9) for hl]]Jl satisfying (5.10). Furthermore, if h 1 E

Wl' 0 (pID>)

with h1 = h on ID>, then h1

Proposition 3.1) and so

la f_a(h1 - h)dA

-

h E

Wl' 0 (G)

(since it is zero on ID>,

= 0.

Hence we can assume, for lzl > 1 and near 11', that h(z) = h(~) and so
lh(z)I :::; Cdist 4 (z, EU spec(!)),

(5.11)
Moreover if

f

lzl,...., 1.

satisfies ( 1) - (3), then

(5.12)

lf-(z)I:::; Cdist- 4 (z,EUspec(J)), 1<lzl<2.

We defer the proof of this fact to the next lemma and note that here is where the hypothesis
of a finite Blaschke product is being used. Thus for h satisfying (5.11),

Lf_ahdA

lim

r-+I +

1

Gn{lzl>r}

a(f_h)dA

-~
lim f J_(r()h(r()d(,
2z r-+1 + }1['

-;i

Green's theorem (hlp1l' = 0)

hf-(()h(()d(.

This last equality is justified since, by (5.10) and (5.12), f_h is uniformly bounded in 1 <
lzl < 2. But If- E N+(ID>), f _h E L 00 (11'), and hf I E H 00 (ID>). Thus f _h E H 00 (ID>) and so
the above integral is zero. D
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Remark: The fact that
(5.13)

closDq {h E F(E, I): /h(z)/ S Cdist 4 (z, EU spec(!))}= F(E,I)

was proved by Shirokov in [21], though not explicitly stated there. Shirokov proves various
technical lemmas a.nd estimates necessary to prove the analog of a result of Koren bl um [11],
Theorem 4.1, for the Dirichlet space (Besov space). The analog of [11], Theorem 4.1 is
precisely (5.13), and is the key step in characterizing the ideals of Dq.
We end this section with the proof of the estimate (5.12) but first we make a few preliminary comments. If z E G and r

> 0 with B(z,r) = {/w- z/ < r} CG, then by the mean

value theorem for harmonic functions,

J_(z)

=~ f
7rT

JB(z,r)

f(w)dA(w).

Thus

lf-(z)/ S

~
f /f(w)/dA(w).
7rT Jc

An application of Holder's inequality yields
(5.14)

Let 7-i(ID) denote the ana.lytic functions on ID. If f E N(ITJJ) n 7-i(ID), then log /J(z)/ has least
harmonic majorant the Poisson integral of a finite measureµ on 'TI' [8], p. 69. That is to say

where Pz(B) is the usual Poisson kernel

From this one obtains
(5.15)

/f(z)/ S exp{

c
1-

l

z

I}.

Lemma 5.3. Let I= BSµ be inner with B a finite Blaschke product and f E L~(G) satisfy

the following conditions:
(1) f- has an analytic continuation G(z) to C= \(EU spec(!)).

(2) JG E N+(ID).

Then the following estimate holds
(5.16)

/G(z)/ S CdisC 4 (z,E U spec(!)), 1 S /z/ S 2.
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Proof. The idea of the proof comes from [11]. (We remark to the reader that in [11], the

notation for N+(D) is slightly different from ours.) Without loss of generality we assume
that the zeros of B (which are finite) are contained in the disk {lzl < 1/2}. Use the fact
that BG E N(D)

n H(D)

(i.e. condition (2)) along with (5.15) to get

c

IBG(z)I ~exp{ 1 - Jzl}, JzJ < 1.
Substituting a larger constant C if necessary we get

Cc

1

2<

IO(z)I ~exp{ 1 _ lzl },

(5.17)

lzl < 1.

Let
-y

= {(

E 'Jr, a

<

arg( ()

< b}

be one of the complimentary arcs of EU spec(!). Without loss of generality we will assume
that hi< 1. Letting (a',b') C [a,b] we define

7/i1(z) =

[

(z - eia')(z - eib')

z - (1

+ hl)eia'
ia'

7/12 ( z) = exp { CG (

e

]4
ib'

.,

z - eia

+ z -e e''b'

) }

.

Define

G(z)

= 7/11(z)7/12(z)G(z)

and note by condition ( 1) that G is analytic in Qa',b', where Qa.',b' is the 5-sided region
bounded by H( : a' ~ a.rg(() S b'}, {reia' : ~ S r S l}, {reib' : ~ S r S l}, and the
tangents to 1r at the points eia' and eib'. Now use (5.14), (5.17) along with the maximum
modulus principle to get
(5.18)

IG(z)I SC, Vz E Qa',b',

Moreover
7/i1(()7/i2(() ~max{ I( - eia'I, 1(- eib'i}4, ( E
Now using (5.18) and passing to
(5.19)

a.

'Ir,

a' S arg(()

Sb'.

limit as (b- a) - (b' - a')--'* 0 we have

IO(()I ~ CdisC 4 ((,E U spec(!)), ( E -y,

where the constant C does not depend on the arc -y. Thus we have proved (5.16) for ( E 'Jr.
Now look at the region

Q, = {z:
and the function 7jJ 3 ( z )G( z), where

1Slzl~2,a S arg(z) ~

b}
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Again, using the maximum modulus principle along with (5.14) and (5.19), we obtain

l7/J3(z )G(z) I ::; C, z E Q-y,
where C does not depend on the arc I· Since
~ dist 4 (z, EU spec(!)), z E Q-y,

l7/J3(z)I

lzl ::; 2. D

we have shown (5.16) for 1 ::;

6.

APPLICATION: THE ADJOINT OF THE SHIFT ON THE DIRICHLET SPACE

For q > 2, the invariant subspaces of the Dirichlet spaces Dq are known to be :F(E, I) for
some E C 11' and some inner function I. We will now characterize the invariant subspaces
of

M~,

the adjoint of Mz on Dq, or equivalently the annihilator of :F(E, I). We point out

that in order to characterize the invariant subspaces of Dq, q > 2, Shirokov [21] obtained
some information on the annihilators of invariant subspaces, such as analytic continuation
properties. We will also obtain these same results along with a complete characterization of
these annihilators. We begin with a known fact for which we include a brief sketch of the
proof for completeness.
Proposition 6.1. For 1 < p
(6.1)

<

oo, the dual of DP is Dq via the bi-linear pairing

(g, h) d;j f g(()h(() Id(!
11!'
27r

+f

l!D!

g'(z)h'(z) dA(z)

g E Dp, h E Dg.

7r

Proof. It is well known, for example [25], p. 95, that the dual of DP is Dq via the pairing

-,
J ! '( z )g'(-)z -dA(z)
D

J E Dp,g E Dq.

7r

Next we notice that the operator

(HJ)(z) =

~ r wf'(w)dw
z lo

is a well defined continuous operator from Dq to Dq. (This is because

d

H = M1;zFMzdz'
where (F J)(z) is the anti-derivative of f which vanishes at z = 0. The operator fz is
continuous from Dq to

L~(!D!),

the operator Mz is continuous on LH!D!), the operator F is

continuous from LH!D!) to zDq, and M 1;z is continuous from zDq to Dq.)
Next notice that
H zn = _n_zn n = 0 1 2 · · ·
n +1 '
' ' '
and so

f f'(z)g'(z)dA(z)

}[D!
for a.11 polynomials
final result. D

7r

f

=

f J(()(Hg)(()tKl + f J'(z)(Hg)'(z)dA(z)

11!'

27r

l!D!

7r

and g. Now use the density of polynomials in DP and Dq to obtain the
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A simple calculation using power series yields

(6.2)
If

A1~

= lim [ (zg)'(__!_)h(~()gg_.

(g,h)

r--+1+

Irr

r(

r

27r

denotes the adjoint of Mz (multiplication by z) on Dq, then M~: DP--+ DP with

From this one sees that the invariant subspaces of

M~

are precisely the annihilators of the

:F(E, I) spaces.
Theorem 6.2. If :F(E, I) zs a non-trivial ideal of Dq, q

:F( E, I) (i.e. (g, h)
satisfied:

= 0 for all h

E :F( E,

> 2, then g E DP annihilates

I)) if and only if the following two conditions are

(1) (zg)'(l/z)D E H 1 (1De), where D(z) = (10)(1/z) and IO is the Korenblum function.
(2) (zg)'(l/z) has a pseudo continuation G(z) to fD with JG E zN+(fD).
Moreover, (zg)'(l/z) has an analytic continuation to <e00 \(E U spec(!)).
I

= BSµ

In addition, If

and B is a finite Blaschke product, then g E DP annihilates :F( E, I) if and only if

the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) (zg)'(ljz) E N(rDe)
(2) (zg)'(l/z) has an analytic continuation G to <C 00 \(EU spec(!)).

(3) JG E zN+(ID).
Proof. We will prove the first part of the theorem and notice that from this the other two
parts will follow immediately. Before we get to the main body of the proof, we first make
Given h E :F(E, I), let h1 E W{,'~(pID>) with h1 IID

a preliminary observation.

h1 (z)

=

h(~) for

lzl > 1 and near

1f.

=

h and
If g E DP, then an easy calculation shows that

(zg)'(l/z) E L~(G) and
(g,zh)

=

f (zg)'(~)~(h(~()ld(I

lim

r~ r

r--+1 + 11f

i_

r

lim

27rr--+1+},1f

-1 Jim
Jr

-1
7r

r--+1+

J
G

2;r

r

(zg)'(~)h1(z)dz

J

Gn{lzl>r}

Z

-

o((zg)'(-1 )h 1)dA, Green's theorem
Z

1 (zg)'(-)oh1dA.
.

Z

If h 2 is any function in l1V1q,'~ (p!Ill) with h 2 l!Ill = h, then h 1 - h 2 = 0 off G and so by Proposio
tion 3.1, h1 - h 2 E vVt (G). By Lemma 3.2, o(h 1 - h 2 ) E L~(G)J_ and so

J
G

1(zg)'(-)oh1dA
Z

=

J
G

l(zg) 1 (-)oh2dA.
Z
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We conclude from this that if g EDP and h E Dq with

l

hE

W1q,~(plD) and

hi]])=

h, then

1 -(zg)'(-)8hdA.
7r G
Z
From this one has that if (g, h) = 0 for all h E F(E, I), then (g, zh) = 0 for all h E
F(E,I) and so by (6.3) and (4.3), (zg)'(l/z) E M(E,I). By Theorem 2.1 (zg)'(l/z)n E
H 1 (lDe) and (zg)'(l/z) has a pseudo-continuation G to JD with JG E N+(lD). Moreover, since

(g,zh) = -l

(6.3)

(zg)'(l/z)n E H 1 (]])e), then, as argued in the proof of Theorem 2.1,
O = (g, JO)

=

-

f (zg)'( _!__)(IO)(~() ld(I
hr
r(
r 27r
G(()(JO)(()~

lim

r-->I +

{
h~
G(O)(IO)(O),

27r

hence JG E zN+(lD) and conditions (1) and (2) hold.
Conversely suppose conditions (1) and (2) hold. Then for all n ;::=: 0, (znGIO)(O) = 0 and
by the calculation above (using again the fact that ( z g )'( 1/ z )n E H 1 (lDe)),
0 = (znGJO)(O) = (g, Zn JO).

From this one concludes that g annihilates F(E, J).

D

Remarks:
(1) By a technique of Korenblum [11), Shirokov [21) proved that if g E DP annihilates
zF(E, I), then the Borel transform
z
(g, z - (), Iz I > 1
has an analytic continuation to C00 \(EUspec(J)). (He actually makes this observation
in a more general setting than the Dirichlet space.) A calculation using (6.2) yields

(g,

~)
=
z-.,

(zg)'( ~)
z

and thus the analytic continuation property was really first observed by Shirokov,
though his proof is much different from ours.
(2) For the classical Dirichlet space D 2 , though the invariant subspaces are not known,
it has been observed by Richter and Sundberg [16) that if g E D 2 annihilates a
non-trivial invariant subspace F C D2 , then (zg)'(l/z) E N(lDe) and has a pseudocontinuation to N(lD), with an analytic continuation to C00 \Z(F). Here Z(F) is the
so-called "lim-in:P' zero set of F, see [16) for a definition. We note however that unlike

> 2) Dirichlet space where Z(F(E, I)) n 1I' is a Carleson set, the lim-inf
zero set Z(F) for an invariant subspace of D2 can have the property Z(F) n 1I' = 11',
the Dq (q

see [16), Theorem 4.3.
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7.

APPLICATION: THE BACKWARD BERGMAN SHIFT

In this section, we will characterize the invariant subspaces of the backward Bergman shift

L:

L~(D)

---*

L~(D),

LJ = f - J(O),
z

for 1 < p < 2. We first begin with a proposition which relates L with M;, the adjoint of the
Dirichlet shift.
Proposition 7.1. The operator

U: DP---*
is continuous and invertible with LU

(Ug)(z) = (zg)'(z)

L~(D),

=

U AI;.

Proof. To prove the continuity of U we first remark that for g E DP,

see [25], p. 58. Thus

The Dirichlet shift is bounded below and so

which makes U bounded below and thus have closed range. Since

Uzn=(z+l)zn, n=O,l,···

( 7.1)

then U has dense range and so U is invertible.
A calculation shows that

Lzn

=

{O

n

zn-1

= 0,

n>O

}vfI

Zn=

z

{o

n+l zn-l
n
'

n

=

0,

n>O

Now combine this with (7.1) a.long with the density of polynomials in both DP and
get LU = U At;.

L~(D)

to

D

To prove Theorem 2.4 we apply Proposition 7.1 to Theorem 6.2.
We now turn to the question of cyclic vectors for the backward Bergman shift. It is known
[20] that a vector

f

E

HP(D) is a cyclic vector for the backward shift Lon the Hardy space,

i.e.

spa.nm{!, Lf, L 2 J, · · ·}
if and only if
cyclic vectors

f (~)
f for

= HP(D)

does not have a pseudo-continuation to D. \Ve will now determine the
the backward Bergman shift, i.e.
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for 1 < p < 2.

Theorem 7.2. For 1 < p < 2, a vector f E

L~([Jl)

is not cyclic for L if and only if there is

a closed set E C 'll' and an inner function I satisfying (2.1) such that

(1) f(;)n E H 1 ([Jle)·
(2) f(;) has a pseudo-continuation to[)) with If(~) E zN+([Jl).
Proof. If f is not L-cyclic, then

= spanLdf, Lf, L 2 f, · · ·}

[f]L

is a proper (closed) L-invaria.nt subspace of

L~([Jl).

An application of Theorem 2.4 gives the

closed set E and the inner function I satisfying (2.1) with conditions (1) and (2) holding.
Conversely, if there is a E and I satisfying (2.1) then by Theorem 2.4, the space K(E, I)
is a proper (closed) L-invariant subspace of L~([Jl). If

f

f

E L~([Jl) satisfies (1) and (2), then

E K(E, I) and

[f]L C K(E, I)#
Thus

L~([J)).

f is not L-cyclic. D

Remarks:
( 1) There are a variety of examples of L-cyclic vectors for the backward Bergman shift
on

L~([Jl).

L~([Jl).

For example, any

f

E HP([))) which is L-cyclic for HP([))) is also L-cyclic for

We refer the reader to [20] for many examples of cyclic vectors for HP([))). One

can also create examples of L-cylic vectors for L~(IDl) just by taking
e.g. take

f

E L~([Jl) with

1- 1 (0)

f

E L~([Jl)\N(IDl),

not a Blaschke sequence (note that such vectors

exist).
(2) For HP([))), a vector

f

is L-cyclic for the backward Hardy space shift if and only if

f( ~) does not have a pseudo-continuation to

IDl. For L~(ID> ), 1

<

p

< 2, the L-cyclic

vectors cannot be characterized by pseudo-continuations alone as can be seen by the
following example: Every inner function </>is not cyclic for HP(IDl) since

-

</>(z) =

T
¢/z), lzl < 1

is a pseudo-continuation of </>( ~) to[)). One can see from Theorem 7.2 that

</>

is L-cyclic

for L~([Jl), 1 < p < 2, if and only if

j'll' log dist( (,spec(</>)) ld(I = -oo.
Chasing a inner function

</>

Sµ, where
= B, where B is

which satisfies the above condition (e.g.

</>

=

µ is a singular measure whose support is not a Carleson set, or </>
a Blaschke product whose zeros accumulate on a subset of 'll' which is not a Carleson
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set) will give an example of a function for which <P(~) has a pseudo-continuation to

JD>, and hence is not L-cyclic for HP(JD>), but is L-cyclic for L~(JD>), 1 < p < 2.
(3) For p = 2 it is known that if g E D 2 annihilates an non-trivial z-invariant subspace,
then ( z g )' ( ~) has a pseudo-continuation to JD>. The backward Bergman shift L on
L~(IIJ>) is similar to M; (on D 2 ) via U as before. Thus if f E L~(IIJ>) is not L-cylic, then

f (~) has a pseudo-continuation to JD>.

Since we do not have a complete characterization

of the z-invariant (nor the M;-invariant) subspaces of D2 , as one does for Dq, q

> 2,

we do not have a complete description of the L-cyclic vectors for L~(JD>).
Finally, we mention that our results can be used to characterize the so-called nearly
invariant subspaces of the Bergman space of the exterior disk. For 1 < p < oo, let L~(IIJ>e)
be the space of analytic functions on lD>e with

ke

IJ(z)IP 1: 14 dA(z) <

00.

Define the operator

N

C L~(IIJ>e) is said to be

nearly invariant if L 00 .N C N. The term 'nearly
invariant' was coined by D. Sarason [19] in his investigations of HP(JD>e)· We can now give a
characterization of the nearly invariant subspaces of L~(lD>e) for 1 < p < 2.
Define the operator
A subspace

U00 : Dp

~ L~(lD>e)

(U g)(z) = (zg)'( ~)
z

and notice, from a similar type of calculation as in Section 6, that U00 is continuous and
invertible with

LooUoo = UooM~.
This allows us to apply Theorem 6.2 to characterize the nearly invariant subspaces as follows:
Theorem 7.3. Let 1 < p < 2 and N =J L~(lD>) be nearly invariant. Then there is a closed

set EC 1r and an inner function I satisfying (2.1) with N = N(E, I), where N(E, I) is the
space of functions f E L~(lD>e) which satisfy

(1) JD E H 1 (lD>e)
(2) f has a pseudo-continuation to JD> with I J E zN+(lD>).
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